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0. Introduction

0.1. The Problem. Probably the two most problematical areas of the

phonology of the Guahibo 1 language are those which relate to word

stress and vowel length. Mosonyi (1964) established the fact that long

vowels are phonemic in Guahibo; and, even earlier, Jimenez (1959)

wrote them as geminate vowels. Jimenez wrote stress whenever it did

not occur on the first syllable of the word. Mosonyi talks about an

absence of stress, that is, equal phonetic intensity on all syllables in the

word except on the final syllable, which is generally weak. He points

out that other writers have often marked stress where what really

existed was vowel length.

The author has for a long time felt the need for a more detailed study

of these two phenomena, which are apparently interrelated in the

Guahibo language, but there were certain problems that hindered the

study. Probably the biggest difficulty in the analysis of long vowels is

the fact that Guahibo native speakers do not hear them consistently.

Mosonyi pointed out (correctly) that Jimenez, who happens to be a

native speaker of Guahibo, did not write long vowels consistently, and

the author has never found a Guahibo who can. The impetus for this

study came from the experience of teaching punctuation and

orthography to a class of fourteen Guahibo men in Corocito,

Corregimiento of San Jose de Ocune, Comisaria of Vichada, during

which it was discovered that a group of individuals, by discussing each

word and coming to a consensus, can establish vowel length more
accurately than two people, the linguist and an informant. Even so,

there was room for error. The data had to be constantly corrected. It

was helpful to make columns of words containing the same number of

syllables and thought to have the same vowel length and stress

patterns. These lists were read to, or by, native speakers, and they

would pick out the words that didn't match. This was useful in

checking stress as well as vowel length. (For the purpose of this paper,

a long vowel is underlined.)
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The problem in the analysis of stress is that stress is perturbed by

affixation; therefore, it is essential that one be able to identify all the

affixes of the language, as well as to recognize compounds. For this

study the principal words used were unaffixed (and noncompound)

names of animals, birds, and trees. These words were chosen because

(1) they provide a large number of monomorphemic words of two to

four syllables, (2) they are not "intimate nouns" (i.e., not obligatorily

prefixed), and (3) they are not obligatorily suffixed; -nae 'tree', -to

'singular', etc. are removable. These noun lists included 80 two-syllable

words, 159 three-syllable words, and 122 four-syllable words. Later, to

study stress perturbations, verbs were also used. They were not used

in the initial part of the study because it was found that the verb ending

(the last syllable of the verb stem) acts like a suffix and perturbs the

stress.

0.2. The Phonological Hierarchy. Guahibo phonemes (with orthographic

symbols in parentheses) are:

Consonants:
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preceding words beginning with a voiceless consonant.

The nuclei of the phonological phrases have extra stress and in some
cases extra length. Phrases bear intonational contours and obligatory

pause at their final borders. A detailed study of intonation has not been

completed.

1. Long Vowels

The question concerning long vowels in Guahibo has not been

whether they are phonemic but rather how they are distributed in the

syllable, and, as mentioned in the introduction, the problem of

informants not being able to hear them (which raises a question for the

practical orthography).

All the six Guahibo vowels (a, e, i, o, u, e) can be long, as will be

seen in the examples in 1.1. Nasal vowels can also be long, e.g.: sgbia

'to simmer', jqcq 'whirlpool', qugqueto 'macaw'.

1.1. Vowel Contrasts. Long vowels are phonemic in Guahibo; they

contrast with short vowels, as seen in the following minimal pairs:

ndva
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aeae
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As already mentioned above, no fusion of syllables occurs if one of

the vowels on either side of the morpheme border is already long.

Examples:

pe- + -ebareto = peebdr'eto (pe-e-ba-re-to)

his tongue 'his tongue'

ng- + dpa = ngapa (na-a-pa)

with-others he-drank 'he drank with others'

No fusion occurs (i.e., the like vowels are rearticulated) if the prefix

has two syllables, because a prefix of two syllables forms a separate

phonological word (see sect. 0.2). Examples:

apo- + ojoba = dpoojobi (a-po-o-jo-bi)

negative he-sharpened-it 'he didn't sharpen it'

pa- + ne- + eveta = paneeveta (pa-ne-e-ve-ta)

plural me he-waited-for 'he waited for us'

1.4.2. Long Vowels in Vocatives and Nicknames. In Guahibo, the use of

a word as a vocative often demands lengthened vowels. For example:

ena 'your mother' qyiq 'mother (voc)'

axa 'your father' qxq 'father (voc)'

ame 'your mother-in-law' ame 'mother-in-law (voc)'

The vocative forms can also be used in the third person as a referent

form. Example: eng pereba 'mother is making cazabe'. Usually,

however, the regular possessed form is used. Example: taena pereba
'my mother is making cazabe'.

Nicknames, like vocatives, have lengthened vowels. Guahibo
nicknames are usually Guahibo or Spanish first names, shortened to

two syllables. Both vowels are lengthened. These names can be used in

the vocative or the third person. Examples:

name:
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It may be that this vowel length not only indicates vocative but is an

affectionate form when used in the third person. In Guahibo there is

still another set of kinship terms, differentiated by vowel length, which

is used as a one-word greeting when the speaker is too shy to approach

the person, or as a form of respect (always spoken from a distance).

Example:

ame
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2.2. The Occurrence of Stress. The illusion that a predominant word
stress may occur on any except the last syllable in a given Guahibo
word may be caused partly by the syllable-timed rhythm, and partly by
the occurrence of long vowels which sound like they are stressed. In

order to hear well the contrast in word stress in Guahibo, it is helpful

to use words with no long syllables (no long vowel nor diphthong). In

such words, audible contrast does occur, as seen in the two groups of

four-syllable examples in section 2.2.1.

The number of syllables in a word partially affects the placement of

stress (see sect. 2.2.1). When long vowels or diphthongs occur in a

word, the stress is predictable, based on the long syllable (sect. 2.2.2).

2.2.1. Stress on Monomorphemic Phonological Words with All Short

Syllables. In phonological words which are monomorphemes where all

the syllables are short (i.e., no long vowel nor diphthong), the

placement of stress depends on the number of syllables in the word.

One-syllable words are always stressed. There are less than

twenty-five of them in Guahibo. Five have a long vowel as the nucleus

of the syllable; the rest have a diphthong. Examples: bo 'house', va'e

'medicine', vai 'summer'.

Stress never occurs on the final syllable of a multisyllable

monomorpheme and therefore all such two-syllable words have

penultimate word stress. Examples: ndmo 'fox', mgli 'egret', vqxq

'laughing falcon', mdrai 'guan'.

On three-syllable words (where all syllables are short) stress is

penultimate. Examples:

amdru 'harpy eagle' tujuh'e 'armadillo'

caydva 'snake bird' materi 'squirrel'

On most four-syllable words, stress occurs on the initial syllable.

Examples:

tumatsina
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ethebere

tsapdnilu

curassow

'arau turtle'

tuliquisi

capinava

'string of beads'

'carp'

If we say that the above eight examples are irregular and exclude

them from our statement, stress could be defined as occurring

penultimate on two- and three-syllable words (monomorphemes) and

initial on four-syllable words (where all syllables are short). It has not

been determined where stress occurs on five-syllable words or longer,

since not enough of this particular class of monomorphemes could be

collected to make a worthwhile statement.

2.2.2. Stress on Monomorphemic Phonological Words with a Long Vowel

or Diphthong. When long vowels (or diphthongs) occur in a

monomorpheme, stress can be predicted, based on the long syllable.

Stress occurs on the last long syllable unless that syllable is final in the

phonological word. In these cases stress occurs on the second-to-last

long syllable. Examples:

metsaja
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At least two words are an exception to the rule of stress coming on

the long syllable. They are vatsdraca 'chachalaca' and sjculitsa

'black-headed parrot'. This may be because the words are

onomatopoetic, imitations of the birds' sounds.

2.3. Morphophonemic Factors Affecting Stress. One major

morphophonemic factor affecting stress in Guahibo is the perturbation

of the stress by the addition of suffixes. Since suffixing is common in

Guahibo, this perturbation is common. Only a superficial study has

been done, but the results are interesting. The perturbation depends on

the number of syllables in the suffix and whether it has nonultimate

long syllables.

2.3.1. One- and Two-syllable Suffixes with No Nonultimate Long Syllable.

When short suffixes (such as -yo 'diminutive', -to 'singular', -xae

'because', -beje 'dual') are added to a root, the stress shifts to the

penultimate syllable of the root, unless the ultimate syllable of the root

is long (contains a long vowel or a diphthong), in which case the stress

shifts to that ultimate syllable. The exceptions to this rule are: (1) at

least seven words where no stress shift occurs, and (2) at least three

words where the stress shifts to the ultimate syllable even though it is

not long.

The stress shift to the penultimate syllable is illustrated by the

following examples (adding the suffix -beje 'dual'):

cyculi
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The stress shift to the final (long) syllable of the root is illustrated by

the following examples:

tson'e
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Note that all but the last three verb suffixes are stressed on the first

syllable.

2.3.3. Strings of Suffixes. The rules for noun suffixes seem also to apply

generally to verbs, but more study is needed, since verbs can have

very long strings of suffixes and therefore have considerable stress

perturbation:

mdjita

pamdjitaj'e

majitdnuca

pamajitdnucaj'e

majitdnucabeje

pamajitanucdjebeje

pamajitanucdjenua

pamajitanucdj'ebejenua

'to sleep; he slept'
lwe slept'

'he slept (on a bed)'

'we slept (on a bed)'

'they two slept (on a bed)'

'we two slept (on a bed)'

'we also slept (on a bed)'

'we two also slept (on a bed)'

The affixes in the above examples are: pa- 'plural', -j
T
e 'first person

subject', -nuca 'standing', -/?£/> 'dual',-nwfl 'also'.

2.3.4. Stress Affected by Two R-initial Suffixes. During this study it was
discovered that there is some morphophonemic conditioning of stress

by two particular suffixes. Two direction suffixes that begin with r,

-reca 'toward east' and -rena 'from north or south', perturb stress

differently than the other two-syllable suffixes. An "irregular" stress

change occurs when the two suffixes occur following verbs ending in

-ba y -ca y -pa, and -va. The stress shifts to the last syllable of the root,

even though the vowel is not long. (There is no stress change with the

verbs ending in -na and -ne.) Examples:

Verb

pona
sine

ryca

xdneba

ts£va

pdnepa

fc

to go'

'to bite'

'to hang'

'to fix'

'to be dry'

'to escape
1

-beje

ponabeje

sinebeje

rycabeje

xdnebabeje

tsQvabeje

panepabeje

-Via

ponalia

sineHa

ruealia

xdnebalia

tsevalia

pdnepalia

-reca

ponareca

sinereca

rucdreca

xanebdreca

tsevdreca

panepdreca

Notice in the above lists that the suffixes -beje 'dual' and -Ha 'toward

north or south' do not change the stress on the root, but the suffix

-reca 'toward east' changes the stress in all but the first two. The suffix

-rena shows the same pattern.
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3. Conclusion

This study shows that in Guahibo long vowels are phonemic. If they

were written in the practical orthography, they would help in the

prediction of stress. Stress perturbations are fairly predictable, but

there is evidence to show that there may be morphophonemic changes

that occur with certain suffixes, complicating the rules. 5

Notes

1 The Guahibo live in the eastern plains of Colombia, primarily south of the Meta River,

and in the Venezuelan Territorio Federal Amazonas. The language is related to

Guayabero and Cuiba. The author and her husband have studied the language since 1963,

as members of the Summer Institute of Linguistics. The dialect represented in this article

is that spoken near San Jose de Ocune (Vichada). The author wishes to thank Florence

Gerdel for her suggestions for the first draft of this article and Ruth Brend for her help

with the final draft.

2 When these diphthongs occur in a stressed syllable, the first vowel is stressed except

that in four (ue, ui, uai, and uae) the second vowel is stressed. This is different from

Spanish, in which the / and m of a diphthong are not stressed. The timing of the two

vowels in the diphthong in Guahibo is approximately equal.

3 Although it is believed that the correct phonological analysis for basic long vowels is

as a sequence of vowels in a (C)VV syllable, for a number of reasons we have chosen to

write them as one unit, (C)Y, in the practical orthography. We will therefore continue to

refer to such sequences as long vowels in the remainder of this paper.

4 A way to determine whether the last vowel in a word is basically long is to add a

one-syllable suffix, such as -y<? 'diminutive'. If the vowel is long, the stress will shift to

that syllable; if the vowel is not long, it will not receive the stress when the suffix is

added (see sect. 2.3.1). Examples:

ovibi 'deer' ovibiyo 'little deer'

vaitapQpo 'dove' vaitapopoyo 'little dove'

5 The question of the practical orthography is complicated by the fact that as was

mentioned earlier the Guahibo themselves find it extremely difficult to hear and write

long vowels. It is the observation of the author that failure to write long vowels in the

Guahibo practical orthography causes the Guahibos no reading problems. Readers do not

pause and reread in order to correct for a long vowel. For these reasons, a system of

optionally writing long vowels by underlining the vowel has been suggested to the

Guahibo leaders of one area, and they liked the idea.

Since the Guahibo have never expressed a need to write stress, and since there are

apparently no minimal pairs for stress alone, it is not considered necessary to write it in

the practical orthography. A nonnative speaker of Guahibo, who does not know where

the morpheme breaks occur, would presumably have much more difficulty correctly

placing the stress (especially if long vowels were also not written). For such a person,

stress (and long vowels) should be written.
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